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Jeremy Hammant analyses how new 
technologies will transform supply chains and 

why the warehouse will be at the heart.

The future warehouse:
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are you ready?

ith new technologies come big
changes in operations across the
supply chain, and the traditional

role of a warehouse is being challenged.
The technologies investigated as part of
our Future Warehouse initiative will
require businesses to rethink not only
their warehouse operations but also their
supply chain strategies.

The dictionary definition of a warehouse
is: ‘a commercial building for the storage
of goods’. Wikipedia helpfully adds: 
‘They are usually large, plain buildings 
in industrial areas of cities and towns.’
Whilst both are reasonable statements,
they do not reflect the increasingly
important role that warehouses play in
integrating ever more complex supply
chains. The rise of e-commerce and
demand driven manufacturing is not 
only changing what happens within a
warehouse but also where warehouses
are located.

The volume and diversity of products
handled within a warehouse is shifting
from large-pallet orders to smaller orders
made up of multiple SKUs. This means
that warehouses are now increasingly
focused on picking, value-added
activities, such as kitting, and packing
rather than merely storage of goods.

As e-commerce continues to grow, we
are seeing retailers invest in major
warehouse developments purely for
internet sales. A two-tier system has now
been established in the European

warehousing sector, with more, smaller
distribution centres close to urban
markets being developed to satisfy
express deliveries, supported by larger
replenishment centres. This close
coupling of a network of warehouses
processing high volumes of orders to
short lead-times relies on a host of
technologies to deliver real-time supply
chain visibility and flawless execution.

To stay ahead of these technology 
trends Argon Consulting has recently
completed a project on the warehouse 
of the future, in partnership with French
engineering school Ecole des Ponts et
Chaussées. The team investigated
technology trends to imagine what
warehouses will look like in the future

and to map out the potential evolution 
of warehousing and logistics for the 
next decade and beyond.

At Argon, we are firmly convinced that
technology innovations will have an
impact on the warehouse of the future 
in six key areas – see Figure 1:

• Connection Highlighting the
opportunities to improve efficiency
from connection in real-time between
all actors of the supply chain

• People Investigating the transformation
of work in warehouses from hard
manual activity to a technology-
empowered journey

• Mechanisation Looking at how smart
automation will allow machines
working in collaboration with humans
to deliver more reliability and flexibility

W Amazon has 45,000 robots across 20 fulfilment
centres; this is a 50% increase on the same
time last year, when the company had 30,000
robots working alongside 230,000 people

The global Internet of Things in warehouse
management market was valued at over 
$2.5 billion in 2016

Wal-Mart has tested image capture by drones
in warehouses, with up to 30 pictures per
second that can identify missing items in real
time; the drones can check a full warehouse
inventory in less than a day, a process 
that previously took up to a full month to 
do manually

Six technological innovations that will 
affect warehouses
Figure 1
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• Added value Investigating the evolution
of warehousing towards new activities
and business models

• Environment Examining the green
warehouse and its role in environmental
responsibility

• Big data Looking at how big data and
artificial intelligence can improve
warehouse planning and increase
productivity

This project has created a dedicated
website where the results are shared.1

It addresses over 20 topics and innovations
that are likely to have an impact on
tomorrow’s warehouses. For each of the
topics, we have developed scenarios that
show new technologies in action and tried
to picture how the future warehouse will
look like in 2025 – for example, a scenario
concerning improving the connection
between supply chain actors:

A truck driver arrives at the security post
door of the warehouse. A few minutes ago,
thanks to geolocation, his smartphone
established his precise arrival time. He is
late because of the traffic, so the
warehouse has been warned. Now the
driver receives on his smartphone
information about specific security
procedures and the dock number to unload
his trailer. The application he is using has
automatically translated the information
into his language. He confirms his identity
via his smartphone (face or voice
recognition), sending it in real time with a
unique code to the central security system.

All the technology enablers to achieve this
scenario are already in place. More and
more people are equipped with
smartphones at work. We suggest taking
advantage of this technology to enable a
real-time communication between truck
drivers and warehouses. A purpose-
developed application could link the driver
and the warehouse, providing information
in the driver’s own language. The dock

number to unload the shipment would be
communicated in real-time to the driver,
along with any specific information about
the site and unloading procedures.
Geolocation will help to estimate the arrival
time, and create an alert for the warehouse
team in case of delay. It allows a more
reactive planning of warehouse resources.

Why not implement this today? Costs are
relatively low: basically, mobile application
development and people training. By 2025,
we expect progress in driver recognition
(with facial recognition, voice identification
or fingerprint screening) to simplify security
checking procedures.

Perhaps you could consider an automation
scenario:

The second shift of the day just left and the
warehouse is empty. An autonomous drone
takes off and starts flying along the shelves.
Its high-resolution cameras scan all the
items in the warehouse during the night
and update the physical inventory. In the
morning, potential discrepancies are
checked manually by human workers.

Manual inventory counting today is
expensive and time-consuming, even with
barcode scanners. How can you change the
game? No need for humans to hold a
scanner and climb to reach upper racks; 
a simple drone equipped with cameras 
can do the job. After flying all over the
warehouse, the drone shares the scanned
information with the WMS. With the help 
of image recognition, the physical scanned
inventory is quickly determined. For the
warehouse where we have been trialling
the technology, the complete inventory
was scanned by two drones in only two
days, with an estimated saving of over 300
man hours. Drone scanning is made even
easier with the development of RFID
technologies. The use of these light flying
devices will expand dramatically thanks to
technology evolution: image recognition,
indoor geolocation and drone automation.

Our view is that the future warehouse will
deliver improved productivity and flexibility
while reducing costs, drudgery of work and
environmental footprint. The challenge for
most companies is how to identify and
implement the technologies that will not
only deliver benefit now but will also
provide the backbone for their future
warehouse operations. Table 1 summarises
where we believe the innovations are most
appropriate. This enables businesses across
all sectors to quickly identify the
technology innovations that will make a
difference to their operations.

Our advice to businesses looking at where
to invest in new technologies is to look at
the bigger picture. Think about where your
warehouse operations are today and where
they need to be by 2027 to support your
supply chain aspirations. Then define some
specific goals to put some key capabilities
in place now. Develop a roadmap that
defines the improvements and investments
your business needs to make. The scenarios
outlined on our website might seem
unattainable and it is unlikely that all of
them will be appropriate for your situation.
However, the actions you need to take are
too large to tackle at one time, so it is
essential to begin acting now and making
changes in an incremental fashion,
implementing innovations that deliver
value. By achieving smaller goals, while
working toward a clear vision of the future,
you can prepare for your business to
emerge as a future warehousing leader.

Jeremy Hammant CMILT is a Partner at 
Argon Consulting.
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1. The Future Warehouse project has a dedicated 
website: www.thefuturewarehouse.com

Amazon has 45,000 robots across 20 fulfilment centres

Warehouse innovation by sector
Table 1


